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The easiest way to sign.
100% safe and legally valid.
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Sign documents online.
Edit, send, sign and custody documents online.

MyRubric, allows fast management, comfortable and 100% secure documents. 

This system is cheaper, healthier and greener than the traditional paper signature.

That easy.

Try it
Free
Documents5

1 2 3 4

Edit Send Sign Custody
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With MyRubric, insert the signature fields in the document easily and intuitively.

1 | Edit

Labels

Signature

Full name

First name

Surname

Second surname

Id

Creation date

Attached document
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Send the document to be signed by one or more recipients.

2 | Send

2. Select the contacts that will sign the document

Contact name

Alberto Recaro Pulgar
45544554Xk
alberto.recaro@recaro.eu
677 776 677

Alberto Cordon Filgaira
45544554Xk
alberto.recaro@recaro.eu
677 776 677

Add contact
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Sign any document quickly and comfortably, in mobility and in real time, 
from a mobile or tablet and with total security.

3 | Sign
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The document is saved with valid last generation certificates on the cloud.

4 | Custody

Signer/s Status Creation Date Retry Audit trail More info Download Remove

Sent

Draft

Draft

Sent

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Send document Credit: 16 NATALIA

Signed 
document!

You will receive shortly
a copy of the document

in your email
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New features

CVS technology
It allows adding a CVS (Secure Verifica-
tion Code) to the document, so that, even 
if the electronically signed document is 
printed, its authenticity can always be 
validated using this code. To facilitate 
them, it is complemented with a QR 
code that, when scanned from a smar-
tphone, downloads the original docu-
ment. It can be used optionally: always, 
never or depending on the document.

Forms
It allows the sending of editable PDF 
forms, so that the recipient can fill in 
all or part of the documents before 
signing them.

WhatsApp
Send via WhatsApp 2 messages to the 
recipient/s, both the signature request 
and the signed document. It has a cost of 
€ 0.05 per message and recipient/s. It is 
very useful for users who prefer it over 
email.
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Other features

100% us from 
mobile
Use all the functionality of MyRubric from 
your mobile.

Mobile shipments
The two previous functionalities allow 
you to send documents on the go from 
your smartphone.

Documents: valid for documents availa-
ble on your mobile device.

Documents from templates: The 
template can be created and sent at the 
same time, but the most common will be 
to have it configured beforehand in the 
office / home. Especially suitable for tran-
sactions where the person who genera-
tes the contract is on the move (example: 
real estate, auto-schools, ... etc) and the 
person who signs is in the same place or 
in another.Templates

Use Templates when you want to use 
the same document modifying only spe-
cific fields of the signer (name, surname, 
ID, address, email, company, custom 
fields, ... etc). It is a way to save time 
when the same document is sent 
many times.

Custom 
fields
Custom fields can be used to complete 
a document or template with additio-
nal information that is requested at the 
time the document is submitted using 
a form. These custom fields allow great 
flexibility when sending documents, 
especially when they are done together 
with the templates. For example, in the 
case of a real estate exclusive contract, 
based on a template, these custom 
fields would be used to inform the ad-
dress of the property, characteristics of 
the property, the amount of the contract, 
... etc.
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Fast and 
Easy
Documents signed in less than 2 minu-
tes. Preparation, shipping, record high.

Signature in real time mobility. It facilita-
tes the fast and comfortable signature on 
your device (mobile, tablet or computer).

Save 
money
Eliminates transportation costs, travel 
and custody of your employees, custo-
mers and suppliers.

Save time by removing paper and ink. It 
also removes document storage space.

Ecological 
signature
Reducing carbon footprint. Stop genera-
ting 15 grams of CO2eq. for each DIN A4 
sheet printed.

What value does MyRubric bring?

Healthy 
Signature
The non-face-to-face signature prevents 
the transmission of viruses and bacteria.

Signing at a distance allows you to limit 
contact between people, thus avoiding 
the transmission of viruses and bacteria 
both through direct contact between 
people and through the media used (en-
velopes, contracts, …).

It increases 
your ratios
Thanks to this system, you can safely sign 
documents remotely, which will allow you 
to increase your conversion rates at clo-
sing deals, contracts, etc.

No initial 
investmen
You only pay for the generated 
documents. Service launch in less than 
5 minutes, 100% online process.
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Electronic 
Evidences
The firm collects biometric data from the 
signers, such as the direction, speed and 
pressure of the signature.

It also collects the moment, the location 
and device from which it is signed.

MyRubric is as or more secure than the 
signature on paper.

100% 
Secure
MyRubric signs the documents with valid 
state-of-the-art certificates, which cannot 
be modified and comply with current 
regulations.

GDPR 
Compliance
To avoid economic sanctions and guaran-
tee the trust of our customers, we gua-
rantee that our platform strictly complies 
with the new General Data Protection 
Regulation.
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Choose your pack and forget about it.
Buy MyRubric when, where and how you want.

Choose your plan. Buy it anywhere. 

No quotas, no commitments without permanence.

Try it
Free
Documents5

25 documents 10€
12,10€ VAT inc.

250 documents 60€
72,60€ VAT Inc.

2.000 documents 250€
302,50€ VAT Inc.

50 documents 15€
18,15€ VAT Inc.

500 documents 100€
121,00€ VAT Inc.

5.000 documents 600€
726,00€ VAT Inc.

100 documents 25€
30,25€ VAT Inc.

1.000 documents 150€
181,50€ VAT Inc.

10.000 documents 900€
1.089,00€ VAT Inc.

Price rate.
5 Free Documents.
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Buy MyRubric through:
www.myrubric.com

Contact our sales team on the following phones: 

930 001 088
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